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Abstract. We propose a framework for ranking information based on quality,
relevance and importance, and argue that a socio-semantic contextual approach
that extends topicality can lead to enhanced precision in information retrieval.
We use Topic Maps to implement our framework, and discuss procedures for
collecting the pertinent metadata and for calculating the resource ranking. A
fuzzy neural network approach is envisioned to complement the process of
manual metadata creation.
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1 Introduction
The Web has enabled an explosive growth of information sharing, but it has also
escalated the problem of information overload. The challenge that is now before us is
to identify valuable information as judged by the individual user and present the end
user with the right information at the right time and place. Organising information by
such technologies as Topic Maps answers this challenge only partially, because
among the provided topics, associations and resources, some will always be more
valuable than others and have different value for different people. In this article we
propose a framework for ranking information based on three criteria—quality,
relevance and importance—and offer a compound measure called QRI as an
extension that can improve the value of information retrieval (IR) systems.
The main objective of IR is the retrieval of relevant information [1]. IR thus
becomes a particularly important area for socio-semantic systems, where perceived
irrelevant information has been singled out as a key obstacle to metadata creation [2].
In this article we show how Topic Maps technology can be used to implement a
solution.
Creating ontologies is generally perceived as being time consuming and difficult
[3]. There is also a visible reluctance among both users and institutions to create
metadata [2]. We describe how mimicking neural networks and adopting a fuzzy
approach to IR can facilitate metadata creation.

2

Defining Quality, Relevance and Importance

Our framework refines the conventional view in IR where relevance is the deciding
criterion. We employ two additional criteria—quality and importance. In what
follows we first survey the ways all three concepts have been treated in literature, and
then define them as they are used within the QRI model.
2.1 Quality, Relevance and Importance in the Literature
In an analysis carried out by Knight and Burn [4], reliability, availability and
relevancy are identified as the main dimensions of quality. According to this study,
the quality of information is a compound criterion reflecting a number of specific
characteristics such as accuracy, conciseness, objectivity, believability, reputation and the
degree to which information can be understood.
Table 1. Categories of Information Quality
Reliability
Accuracy, Concise,
Objectivity, Believability,
Reputation,
Understandability

Availability
Security,
Accessibility,
Navigation,
Consistency

Relevancy
Useful, Efficiency,
Timeliness, Value-Added,
Usability, Amount,
Completeness, (Concise)

The notion of relevance is often debated. This concept is both complex and
multidimensional. However, in the field of information science, a consensus on the
meaning of ‘relevance’ seems to be emerging [1]. Relevance is generally divided into
two main categories: topical relevance and user-centred relevance [5]. Topical
relevance is objective and mainly concerned with terminology. Topical relevance can
be judged by subject area experts. User-centered relevance on the other hand is
subjective to the user. Saracevic [6] defines a stratified model of relevance in IR.
Relevance occurs on several connected levels. The lower levels concern the
interaction with the information system while the upper levels define the user
interactions. The upper level consists of: cognitive, affective, situational and
contextual aspects. Situational relevance or utility is the relation between the
situation, task, or problem at hand, and the resource. Affective or motivational
relevance is relation between the intents, goals, and motivations of a user, and a
resource. Cosijn and Ingwersen [7] define sociocognitive relevance as the relation
between the resource and the situation, task or problem at hand, as perceived in a
sociocultural context. At the top of Saracevic’s model is context, which is general and
long term. It includes organizational, institutional, community, cultural and historical
contexts. Dey [8] uses the term context for any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of a user. We use the term context to refer to all the factors
that determine what is relevant to a user or group.
Importance as criterion for evaluating information has received little attention in
literature. Laudan [9] points at the lack of a viable framework for evaluating this
concept, which in part belongs to the realms of philosophy and ethics.

2.2 Quality, Relevance and Importance in the QRI Model
As the above brief analysis shows, quality, relevance and importance have been
defined in the literature in a variety of ways. A consequence of this is that the
distinctions between those three concepts remain unclear.
Aiming to create a clear-cut set of criteria by which an information resource can be
evaluated and ranked for a given user in a given situation, we apply the approach
called polyscopy [28, 29]. Within polyscopy we are encouraged to ‘postulate’ or
‘design’ concepts by specifying their meaning as a convention. The validity of such
postulated definition is restricted to a certain domain such as a methodology or an
article. We can use such postulated definition to determine the main ways of looking
or aspects of a phenomenon or a situation. Like the three axes of a Cartesian
coordinate system, those aspects need to be entirely distinct or independent from each
other (or ‘orthogonal’), and they need to show the phenomenon or issue from all
sides (‘span the entire space’).
Based on this approach we define quality, relevance and importance as follows
(we use italics when we want to emphasize that we are assigning a postulated
meaning to a concept).
Quality reflects the intrinsic value of an information resource. Information that is
unreliable or impossible to understand is valueless, even if it may otherwise be highly
relevant or important.
Relevance reflects the value of an information resource from the point of view of
the user’s needs as the user himself perceives them.
Importance reflects the value of an information resource from the point of view of
a larger context or as seen by people who may possess knowledge about what the user
may need which the user himself may not possess.
To understand these definitions, think of a fisherman who is out on the open sea in
his boat fishing. Information about a sale of quality fishing equipment may be
relevant for our fisherman. Even more relevant will be information about a school of
tuna approaching, because that is exactly what he is looking for. A notification about
an approaching hurricane would on the other hand be considered as important and
given precedence, even though our fisherman’s attention and interest may be focused
on tuna and not on hurricanes. All this is valid, of course, under the condition that the
information items under consideration satisfy some basic quality criteria such as
veracity.
We emphasize especially the importance of importance as it is defined in the QRI
model: Under our present global conditions, the information about things that are
important but may not seem relevant when judged from the point of view of our
conventional or momentary interests, such as the climate change and its causes, may
well turn out to be a cultural condition for our survival.

3 Estimating Quality, Relevance and Importance
Research in the crossing point between socio-semantics and contextual information
retrieval is scarce. Cantador and Castells [10] propose a multi-layered approach for

social applications. Their approach compares user profiles in relation to semantic
topics in order to find similarities among users.
Research on ontology based contextual information retrieval is on the other hand
more widespread. Context aware relevance ranking can be found in [11], [12].
Stojanovic [13] presents a novel approach for determining relevance in ontologybased search. Siberski [14] discuss why preferences are needed in search and presents
a model for use with RDF. Ontology-Based personalisation in IR has been researched
by Cantador et al. [15]. Castells et al. [16] also propose the extension of an ontologybased retrieval system with semantic-based personalization techniques, upon which
automatic mechanisms are devised that dynamically gauge the degree of
personalization, so as to benefit from adaptivity but yet reduce the risk of
obtrusiveness and loss of user control. Jrad et al. [17] describe an architecture that
provides personalization facilities based on a contextual user model.
In the QRI model, we envision two ways of estimating the value of information
w.r.t. each of the criteria: manual (by direct input or evaluation) and automatic (as a
side effect of normal access and use).
For the purpose of evaluating quality (in the case where the user is an author) and
relevance and importance, a user profile is created and updated both manually and
automatically.
We envision a value matrix to be associated with each information resource. The
value matrix accumulates pertinent value information throughout the lifetime of the
resource. The rows of the value matrix are various specific criteria reflecting quality,
relevance and importance. The columns correspond to various ways of evaluating
information (by expert judgment, popular vote etc.).
To understand the implications of the QRI model it is useful to compare our
approach to conventional academic peer reviews, whose result is reduced to a simple
‘yes’ (for ‘publish’) or correspond to various ways of evaluating information (by
expert judgment, popular vote etc.).
To understand the implications of the QRI model it is useful to compare our
approach to conventional academic peer reviews, whose result is reduced to a simple
‘yes’ (for ‘publish’) or ‘no.’ The QRI model allows us to exploit fully the algorithmic
capabilities of the computerized media to accumulate necessary information and
prioritize information resources.
We also make provisions for user ranking, which can also be done manually (by
popular vote) or automatically (by evaluating their contributions to the community
and in other ways). The higher ranked users may then be given higher weight in
voting and ranking resources.
What follows are our initial ideas about how the QRI model may be implemented
and used.
The QRI model is intended for information retrieval in collaborative knowledgebased systems. Dedicated users create a shared semantic network. All subjects within
the system can be used to tag resources. A central feature of the system is listing
relevant subjects from pages representing different subjects. Ranking of these lists as
well as search results lists are seen as the main motivation of the QRI model.
We now turn to the central task of how users of the system add the data needed
later for resource ranking. The system, for which this framework is intended, should

allow users to browse concepts and resources. During browsing of the knowledge
base the user can assign quality, relevance and importance.
4.1 Manually Assigning QRI
Within the normal use of the system, users can choose to give QRI ratings from 0 to
10. Giving a low rating will hide the object or association for the user.
Quality. All users can rate the quality of resources. Users will have different rating
influence determined by other users through cumulative popular vote. The influence
of a user should be a reflection of his trustworthiness, authority, contribution and
knowledge level.
Relevance. The user can rate the appropriateness of any subject to subject
association. This can be understood as; if the user thinks the association makes any
sense. Because relevance is context dependant we add some Topic Maps constructs to
let the users express their context. Dey and Abowd [18] identify 4 context types:
location, identity, activity and time.
Location. The location can easily be captured in mobile solutions, but it can also be
set in stationary applications by letting the user have a set of popular locations such as
‘at work’ and ‘at home’. The user should have the ability to add locations that are
relevant to him in any way. The IP address of the logged in user might be used to find
the location.
Identity. The social and cultural background of the user can be estimated by his or
her group membership. The system must therefore support sociability and group
management. Identity can also be added through user profile properties like age,
education, job, income, etc. although this would have some privacy concerns. The
user’s knowledge is also part of his or her identity. This can be supported by having
such association types as ‘has knowledge about’ or ‘is expert in’. Pomerol and
Brézillon [18] provide an explanation of the relationships between knowledge and
context.
Activity. The user cognitive state describes the current situation and mindset of the
user. In order to support user cognitive state the system should support various
activity related topics such as events, tasks, and projects.
Time. Contextual objects have a start and end date property. Part of the user profile
is a local time zone property.
Together these properties can be used to decide if information is relevant for the
user at a given time.
Importance. Users can assign importance to any topic by giving it a rating between 1
and 10. A high rating signals to the system that this item is important to him. Items
that are important to a user can be listed on the user profile page or on the start page
after logging in.
Importance may be set bottom-up or top-down. Bottom-up importance is added by
end users. Top-down importance is added by moderators, managers or system owners
who want to bias the resource ranking. In some applications it could be desirable to

define important information without context. For example a panel of experts might
stress awareness to climate change for all members of the system.
4.2 Automatically Assigning QRI
Automatically created QRI may be seen as suggestions made by the system. It is
presented to the user when there is not yet added any manual data. Automatically
created associations receive a relevance weight of 10% of manually created ones.
Quality. Highly ranked users authoring resources will automatically give a high
quality ranking.
Relevance. Simultaneous browsing of two different topics by the same user within a
short time span will create a low weight relation. Following an association from one
topic to the next will increase relevance.
Importance. Whenever a user browse or use a subject it is marked as important to the
user but with a low weight.

5 Topic Map Implementation
There are four master topic types in the ontology: tags, social-items, context-items
and resources. Tags are any free subject created by a user. A social item is either a
user or a group. Instances of the tag and context item topic type are used as a category
or label for tagging resources. Topic Maps provide an intuitive model for expressing
topical relevance. In order to support user-centred relevance we have added the topic
types; task, location, event and project along with time span and time zone occurrence
types.
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Fig. 1. Basic ontology overview.
TMCL is used to constrain allowed associations between topics.
Table 2. Topic and occurrence types.
Topic type
Event
Task
Project
Location
Tag
Person
Group
Resource proxy

Occurrence types
Time span
Time span
Time span
Time span, Alias
Synonyms
Local time zone, Time span

Table 3. Automatically created association types.
Topic type A
User
User
User
User
User
User
[Topic]

Association type
Has browsed
Has used (tagged, commented, edited)
Is browsing from (real world)
Has created
Has browsed
Has communicated with
Single user concurrent browsing

Topic type B
[Topic]
[Topic]
Location
[Topic]
[Topic]
User
[Topic]

Table 4. Manually created association types.
Topic type A

Association type

Topic type B

0..*

User
User
User

Is to perform *
Task
Is friend of
User
Is from *, Is currently in/at *, Has been to, Location
Is born in
Has authored
[Resource]
Has recommended resource
[Resource]
Has voted topic as important
[Topic]
Important (favourite)
[Topic]
Is to attend *
Event
Is member of *
Group | Project
Has knowledge about
[Subject]
Sub-class of, Type of, Is part of
[Subject]
Involves
[Subject]
Is category of (tagging)
[Resource]

User
User
User
Group
User
User
User | Group
[Subject]
[Subject]
[Subject]

[Subject] represents a social-, context- or tag item. [Resource] represents a resource proxy topic
which points to an information resource through its subject locator. [Topic] represents any topic
what so ever including resource proxies. Transient contextual items (*) switch their

association type automatically. If a user create the relation ‘User’ – ‘is to carry out‘ –
‘task’, the association will change to ‘has carried out’ when the current local time has
passed the time span occurrence value of the item.
When choosing to set a topic as important, an ‘important for’-association between
the user and the topic is created. Top down importance is set by letting an expert
panel or similar add a topic as relevant for a group or single individual.
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Fig. 2. Sample socio-semantic contextual network. Dotted lines show associations created
automatically by the system.

5.2 Mimicking Fuzzy Neural Networks
Knowledge is fuzzy by nature [20]. We use Topic Maps to represent evolving
knowledge which is lexically imprecise and/or uncertain. Topic Maps provide a good
platform for evolving a knowledge structure similar to that of Collins and Quillian’s
Semantic Network Model [21]. Central to our neural network approach is Hebbian
theory [22], which describes how associations are strengthened with use and
weakened when not used. If a user clicks on a tag and he does not find it interesting, it
is likely that he will not click on it again and the trail will fade away over time, thus
reducing relevance. While most implementations of ontology-based IR rely on
bivalent formal engineered ontologies, we utilize a promiscuous approach where users
can create any semantics ad-hoc. Multiple and overlapping pathways may be created
without time consuming validation or having to adhere to formal schemes that often
require high cognitive load on the part of the user. The system learns what is relevant
by tracking user interactions and by letting users change the network and its relevance
weights. The fuzzy neural network approach is also used because of the dynamic and
complex nature of the user context. Context differs drastically because of
surroundings, circumstance, settings, and the state of user’s social interactions,
changing goals, the nuances of local and wide global influence. This makes it difficult
to have up-to-date information about contextual states for a user [23]. Our model
seeks to solve this problem by automatically evolving a context through the
associations growing out from the user topic.
5.3 QRI Implementation
QRI data are kept outside of the topic map data model since it would otherwise
demand extreme processing power to process the required contextual related queries.
Also the Topic Maps data model does only allow an association to be scoped by a
single topic. Our context tables described below enables a more nuanced scoping by
allowing an unlimited number of weighted topics.
Quality. Quality is stored as a rating from 1 to 10 per user giving the rating on
resource proxies.
Relevance. Relevance is stored in context tables. Such a table will be created for
associations if a user decides to rate an association. If for example two parallel
associations have been created between the two same topics, the system can decide
what is the most relevant for the user based on his context. The context table is
populated by retrieving information about the user location, identity, activity, time
and knowledge and inserting it into an array. For example a user may be related to
several locations through the promiscuous semantic network at the time of defining an

important item. The PSI of each location found by CSA (see section 6.2) is added to
the location entry along with the semantic distance.
Importance. When creating an ‘important for’-association a context table will be
added. This context table will describe in what context the subject is important for the
user. This data can then be used for recommending subjects for other users sharing a
similar context.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual overview of hybrid Topic Map QRI implementation.
The main benefit of this approach is that the current context is captured when creating
semantics. This context is to used to present to the user with more sensible
information. We envision that this model can be used to collaboratively evolve
ontologies I a bottom up approach. The QRI data can be used in a filtering process to
output a consensus topic map.

6 Calculating the Resource Ranking
We first describe our general model for resource ranking, and then discuss three
scenarios which all have in common the calculation of contextual dependant semantic
distances and the use of the quality scores on resource proxy topics. We conclude this
section by describing concrete implementations within the fuzzzy.com online sociosemantic bookmarking service.
6.1 The Basic Model
Resource ranking is calculated using semantic distance by traversing associations in
the topic map. The total semantic distance is measured from the user topic. ‘Important
for’-associations act as entry points into the semantic network a long side other
relations through for example contextual topics.
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Fig. 4. Simple conceptual overview of semantic distance calculation.
The end result of the ranking will be based on the semantic distance and the quality
rating of the resource. Users will have the ability to tune the influence of relevance
and quality in the IR process.
Different association types have different weights. When travelling up a ‘class subclass’ association (more abstract) the weight is decreased more than for other type of
associations.

6.2 Ranking in the Context of a Specific Topic
In this scenario, ranking is calculated by following all outward paths from a start-up
topic. For each hop, relevance weights are decreased by a configurable factor. All
topics above a certain threshold value will be ranked as relevant. The Constrained
Spreading Activation (CSA) technique [24] is used for this purpose. A second pass
will increase ranking of resources that are related with the user by using the same
method of outwards traversal. For contextual topics, relevance weights are
automatically adjusted. The ‘Attends’-association shown in figure 3 will have its
weight increased when the time of the event is near. Resources found in this process
will be ranked by summarizing the relevance score and the quality score assigned to
the resource.
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Fig. 5. The starting subject ‘Semantic Web’ has a higher association weight with the ‘RDF’
node in comparison with ‘Topic Maps’. ‘Topic Maps’ will be ranked as more relevant because
it is supported by multiple pathways and it is closer in distance to the user topic.

6.3 Ranking in Keyword Search
Each keyword in the query is matched against topics of the topic map.

Fig. 6. The keyword search process.
A syntactic term set enlargement [25] is used to retrieve matching topics by searching
preferred names, aliases and using automatic singular/plural nouns. A semantic term
set enlargement is performed next using the same spreading activation method as
described in the previous section. If a search is performed from a particular subject
page, that subject may also be used as an additional start node. Now we will have a
list of subject that matches the query keywords. The next phase is to retrieve the
resources.
For additional hits a second search may be performed using a keyword match in
the resource proxy name and description occurrences. The ranking of resources is
here calculated using a shortest path algorithm for undirected weighted graphs. The
Bellman-Ford algorithm [26] may be used for this. A third pass should be used for
retrieving resources containing the subjects found using other search methods.

6.4 Ranking in a Push Scenario
In a push scenario the user is not requesting information. An example of this could be
an automated e-mail digest service. The system must use the available context to find
what is relevant for the receiver, often referred to as Best Bets systems [27]. In the
two above scenarios we can assume the user has already articulated his information
needs by browsing or by query formulation. In this scenario, ranking is based on QRI,
novelty and user history. The user should only receive lists of new items that he has
not already viewed and that are of high importance.
4.4 Feedback loop
Before the topic map was densely populated, ranking in early stages of the system
will be inefficient since the required paths between the user topic and the actual
relevant resource proxy may not yet exist.
As users visit, use or rank resources, associations between the user and resource
proxies are created. Again the Hebbian effect will strengthen relevant associations
and less relevant will die out. The relation between the user and the resource will
leave a semantic path which will allow other users to find the resource if the users
share a similar context.
A timer service or similar mechanism is used to remove irrelevant information. For
each time interval all relations below a certain level will decrease. The time interval is
configurable and should depend on the association/topic ratio.
6.7 Partial Implementation on fuzzzy.com
The current version of fuzzzy, a bookmarking service with a semantic tagging feature,
supports relevance ranking by letting users vote on associations between tags. Users
can also define favourite tags, users and resources. This functionality let users directly
set items as important to him, but without any context. A resource can also be voted
on with a positive or negative vote to indicate quality. Fuzzzy has a built in simple
contextual semantic search feature. Upon a keyword search, keywords will be
matched against all tag names in the system. All tags that have been created by, used
by, or have been set as a favourite by the user are weighted higher.

Fig. 7. Voting on associations in fuzzzy.
Users are able to view the relevance of associated topics as a sorted list and can move
associations up or down through voting. Related items below a lower threshold are
hidden. Users can create any relation they like and it is up to the community to vote
for or against the relation.
The ideas presented in this paper will gradually be implemented on fuzzzy.com.
Tuning the QRI resource ranking is, among many other areas, a natural continuation
of this project along with measuring en benchmarking precision and recall.

7 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have shown a model for introducing quality, relevance and
importance (QRI) in IR with Topic Maps. The model is designed for use in social
collaborative systems where concepts such as persons, events, tasks, projects etc. are
central. We hypothesize that our neural network approach to IR has the advantage of
being intuitive for end-users, as associations can explicitly be shown in the user
interface in comparison to other systems where the user does not know why things are
listed as relevant. The burden on users to create the underlying semantic network is
reduced with a neural network approach where associations are automatically created
and evolved both manually and automatically.
Or model introduces a new layer on top of Topic Maps for weighted associations
and for Advanced Contextual Scoping (ACS) which is intended to better support user
context. All these measures together aim to provide the end users with the right
information at the right time and place.
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